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ling slowly but maintaining its brilliance until with another
flash it disappeared. That night at Xaifa was the best of
all our nights, an unforgettable climax to the unique ex-
periences of the day.
At 7 a.m. next morning—before we started on our march
for Ziqirt and with the thermometer registering 45° Fahr.
in the shade—I went up to the crest of the cliff only to find
there was no more music in the sands. Try as I might I
could not get the slightest sound out of them except the
initial grating. Their sliding was sluggish and seemed to stop
short of the musical zone. And the same afternoon at
Ziqirt—a similar great cirque with knife-edged rim round a
deep rock-floored hollow—there was again a booming of the
sands as Farraj ascended the steep slope to keep a look-out
for our returning envoys. But it was a feeble, short-lived
—perhaps half a minute—moaning rather than a booming,
and our efforts to produce better results ended in uniform
failure.
Such then was all my experience of ' Singing Sands ' in
the Rub* al Khali. The phenomenon is familiar enough to
the Badawin, and Mr. Thomas had heard it in the dune
country of Yadila (? Jadila) the previous year. It was only
strange that the phenomenon should not have been met with
more often.1 I have recorded the facts of my observation in
full as I wrote them down at the time in the hope that those
better qualified to consider the how and why of the singing
may have the fullest possible material to work on. It may
however be permissible even in a layman to attempt an
explanation of the matter on the basis of the thoughts that
crowded upon him as he observed.
Since returning to England I have had an opportunity
of making the intimate acquaintance of the so-called
 *	Whistling Sands' of Forth Oer on the Caernarvonshire
coast.   I should describe them as ' squeaking' rather than
 *	whistling/ and they certainly do not ' sing' or ' boom *
or ' drone/ while they must be struck or kicked for each
squeak they produce.   I find it difficult to think that the
1 Reference may be made to the chapter on * Singing Sands' in Lord
Curzon's Tales of Travel.

